I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is a major security threat for networks and Internet services. The complexity and frequency of occurrence of DDoS attacks are growing in parallel with rapid developments of the Internet and associated computer networks. A significant number of network security tools are available on the Internet to generate network attacks as well as to defend and analyze network attacks [1] . Attackers can generate attack traffic similar to normal network traffic using sophisticated attacking tools. In such a situation, many defense solutions fail to identify DDoS attacks in real-time. DDoS attack traffic typically behaves differently from legitimate network traffic in terms of traffic features. Statistical properties of various features can be analyzed to distinguish the attack traffic from legitimate traffic. In this paper, we introduce a statistical measure called Feature Feature Score (FFSc) for multivariate data analysis to distinguish DDoS attack traffic from normal traffic. We extract three features of network traffic, viz., entropy of source IPs, variation of source IPs and packet rate to analyze the behavior of network traffic for attack detection. The method is validated using CAIDA DDoS 2007 and MIT DARPA datasets.
II. DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM SETTING
The following definitions help describe our scheme. Definition 1: Feature Feature ordered Relation (FFoR): FFoR of a feature   with all other features   of an object   is defined using Equation (1) .
where 1 ≤  ≤  Definition 2: Average FFoR (AFFoR): We define AFFoR of an object   as the mean value of its individual FFoR values and it can be expressed using Equation (2) .
Definition 3: The Deviation vector (Dev): Dev of an object   can be defined as the absolute difference between the FFoR values of the object and its corresponding AFFoR value. The
Dev of a feature   is computed using Equation (3) .
We define FFSc of an object   as the degree of similarity in terms of its Dev and mean value, which is given by the Equation (4).
where
represents the transpose of Dev and (  ) represents the mean of all the feature values of the object   . The deviation vector reflects changes among the feature values of an object. Attack traffic will certainly have unpredictable values at least for one or more feature(s). However, normal network traffic parameters follow a specific pattern. So, the FFSc value among the features will reflect a close relation whereas in an attack situation, network traffic parameters will follow diverse relations among features.
A. Problem Definition
Many multivariate data analysis techniques [2] such as multivariate correlation analysis, covariance and maximum likelihood ratio are used for network anomaly detection. If an attack is generated from a botnet, then the attack traffic has strong correlation among its samples because the botmaster uses same attack statistics during attack generation [3] . Hence, a statistical method can discriminate DDoS attack traffic from normal traffic using a correlation measure. On the other hand, if the attacker generates attack traffic very similar to normal network traffic, a correlation measure may not distinguish the difference between normal and attack traffic. So, multiple network traffic features are analyzed in such a way that change in an individual feature value may reflect the overall change in the network traffic sample. Although an attacker can generate attack traffic very similar to normal network traffic, it is likely that at least one attack feature will have a different value during the attack period. The proposed FFSc measure is able to identify the change in an attack traffic feature during DDoS attack detection.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In this paper, we propose a DDoS attack detection method using the FFSc measure that analyzes individual network .
where  is a random variable representing source IPs and  is the total number of possible values for the source IP.
Variation of Source IPs (  ): Variation among source IPs is the rate of change of IP addresses w.r.t. time in a traffic sample. If an IP address changes frequently, the variation will be high. Packet rate (  ): Packet rate is total number of packets transmitted in 1 second, i.e., total number of packets in a 1 second traffic sample. In normal traffic analysis, the method samples network traffic into multiple 1 second time windows. From each sample, the method extracts three relevant features, viz., entropy of source IPs, variation of source IPs and packet rate. The features are used to compute FFSc using Equation 4 for each sample. Based on the FFSc value of each sample object in normal network traffic, a normal profile is generated. The normal profile stores two parameters, namely, mean of FFSc i.e.,     and an optimal range of FFSc values called   . The optimal range of FFSc values is the difference between maximum and minimum FFSc for normal traffic.   is used to normalize the similarity (dissimilarity) value between any two traffic samples. Instead of normalizing the similarity (dissimilarity) value during similarity computation, we can normalize every feature value in a network traffic sample. During captured traffic analysis, the method works online and captures raw network traffic. It uses the same processes that are applied during normal traffic analysis. The method computes FFSc score for each candidate sample captured online and compares with the pre-computed prototype mean score for normal traffic samples using Equation (6) to give a dissimilarity value, i.e., Dis HBK as given below.
If the Dis HBK value is greater than a user defined threshold , an alarm is generated.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT On the CAIDA dataset, the method gives 100% detection accuracy for any value of  between 1 and 1.3 as shown in Figure 1a . However, detection accuracy degrades gradually when the value of  is less than 0.5 and greater than 1.3. Similarly, in DARPA dataset, the method gives 100% detection accuracy as shown in Figure 1b . The method gives high detection accuracy for any value of  between 0.1 to 2. As shown in Figure 1c , the method yields 98% detection accuracy on the normalized CAIDA dataset when the threshold value is 0.05 and the accuracy gradually decreases as the threshold value increases. If the threshold value is set to 1, the detection accuracy is reduced to 81.1%. Similarly, on the normalized DARPA dataset, the method gives 99.55% detection accuracy for the threshold value 0.05. As shown in Figure 1d , the performance of the proposed method decreases to 96.6% when the threshold is set to 1. We observe that the threshold range should be 0.05 to 0.8 (less than 1) to get high detection accuracy on both the CAIDA and the DARPA datasets.
V. CONCLUSION The paper presents a DDoS attack detection method using a new statistical measure called FFSc. The method computes a similarity value using FFSc for each sample of network traffic and if the score is greater than a threshold, attack alarm is generated. The method computes attack intensity of a sample to detect the type either as low-rate or high-rate. The method is evaluated on two network datasets and experimental results show that the method gives high detection accuracy.
